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CloudSuite Industrial (SyteLine)

Infor CloudSuite Industrial allow you to use jobs, also re-
ferred to as manufacturing work orders, to track specific 
manufacturing processes, including labor, material, ma-
chines, costs, scrap, work in process, and finished goods 
inventory. A job is a mechanism to launch and monitor 
production to meet a planned requirement. 

Jobs are very flexible and easily changed to meet a specif-
ic customer’s requirements, providing great detail in cost 
tracking and analysis. It’s also a means to cross-reference 
production to a specific customer order needing to be 
tracked in detail. Jobs have their own bill of material and 
routing structure and are individually released to man-
ufacturing. In addition, job definition for rework order 
processing is available, providing for recursive item repair 
use with planning impact basis. 

• CloudSuite Industrial provides several methods of 
creating and defining a job; you can use whichever 
method you prefer.

• Use the Material Planner’s Workbench to manage the 
creation of all of your jobs in a single screen.

• Link customer orders directly to jobs.
• Schedule jobs based on finite and infinite forward 

scheduling.
• Issue materials to a work order or back flush materi-

als automatically based on operation or job comple-
tions.

• Validate material availability to determine whether or 
not a job can be completed on time.

• Review estimated versus actual costs by job.

• Create jobs for By-products, Co-Products or Rework.
• Allows for overlapping operations.
• Outside vendor process.
• Drive costs by work center and department.
• Track all actual (or standard) labor and material, as 

well as WIP (work-in-process) costs, through a de-
tailed routing.

• Enter transactions manually or post automatically 
with bar code data collection or back flushing.

• Co-Jobs and Co-Product Jobs.
• Payroll integration.
• Machine-hour reporting.
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Manufacturing Work Orders or Jobs
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Infor CloudSuite Industrial provide several methods of creating and 
defining a job; you can use whichever method you prefer.
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Production Schedules (Repetitive 
Manufacturing)

Infor CloudSuite Industrial Production Schedules are typi-
cally used when you manufacture the same item regularly 
— standard products — and do not need precise tracking 
of actual labor and material costs for every job.

Rather than being required to report all activity to a spe-
cific work order, CloudSuite Industrial Production Sched-
ules allow activities and their costs to be charged to Work 
Centers. Production Schedules allow you to authorize and 
release production in a simplified manner and functions as 
a blanket job order. Production schedules are sometimes 
referred to as work order-less production.

With CloudSuite Industrial’s Production Schedules, you 
create production schedules for an entire plant, planner, 
family of items, or specific customer for a selected time 
period. You can set up a production schedule for an item 
with releases for each month of the year; you don’t have 
to create a separate job order each month or each time 
the item is manufactured.

• Allows manufacturers to be more spontaneous in 
authorizing production.

• Provides flexibility in making schedule changes.
• Reduce effort in establishing and maintaining produc-

tion plans.
• Reduce paperwork and system transactions.

• Actual labor and material tracking not required. In-
stead, after a Production Schedule is created you need 
only report the item produced and the quantity and 
the labor and material are back-flushed.

• Charge costs to the items produced in the work center 
based on the standard bill of material and routing.

• Track the cumulative production for an item in time 
buckets you choose (daily, weekly, or monthly.)

• Best suited for Make-to-Stock Finished Goods/Compo-
nents, and High Volume-to-Order.
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With Infor CloudSuite Industrial Production Schedules, you create production 
schedules for an entire plant, planner, family of items, or specific customer for a 
selected time period.
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Using the Infor CloudSuite Industrial Scheduler, you can 
group several potentially different items on different jobs 
into a batch and process that batch through, for example, 
an oven or a paint booth. After the batch is processed, 
the different jobs continue on their own routing. Batching 
affects only the Scheduler, not the Planner.

Each batch definition describes how batches are formed, 
including a routing that processes the batched parts. The 
operations forms include a batch definition field. Any op-
eration on which a batch definition is specified is referred 
to as the batch operation.

In a jobs or production schedule (PS) routing, an opera-
tion (batch operation) references a batch definition when 
the job or production schedule can be combined with 
other jobs or production schedules for processing. This 
causes batches to be formed, based on the rules defined 
on the Batch Definitions form, and transfers control to the 

Each batch definition describes how batches are formed, 
including a routing that processes the batched parts.

Batched Production

batch definition routing. At the end of the batch defini-
tion routing, the job or PS returns to its original routing 
and continues processing as normal.

• User-defined or system-created batches.
• Tell the Scheduler how batches should be formed 

including how jobs/production schedules will be 
batched together and when a batch will be released 
to be processed.

• Define operations that use the batch definitions.
• Create user-defined batches which include specific 

released jobs and production schedule releases.
• Define operations that use the batched production 

definitions.
• View a summary of batch activity that occurs during a 

Scheduling run.
• Maintain a list of the characteristics of items that can 

be separated into batches.
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Co-Products and By-Products

Many production processes result in more than one stock 
keeping unit (SKU). These additional materials may be 
co-products or by-products and Infor CloudSuite Industrial 
models both.

A by-product is something that is a residual of or inciden-
tal to the production process. You are not in the business 
of making the by-product, and if you could eliminate it 
from the process, you would. But since it has value, you 
need to inventory it. Co-products arise when you create 
many SKUs with the same job.

Infor CloudSuite Industrial allow you to model both co-products and 
by-products.

CloudSuite Industrial lets you

• Create jobs that make groups of items, rather than a 
single item.

• Create co-product mixes.
• Support both actual and standard costs.
• Support production schedules and estimates for 

by-products.
• Perform lot tracking.
• Assign the cost distribution percentage between 

material, labor, and machine for each co-product job 
operation.

• Process job material transactions to record receipt of 
by-products into inventory.
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